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 The definition is a combination of the words "good" and "town") — an ideal community, or state of happiness, perfection, well-
being, or prosperity. A utopia may be real or imagined, and may be either actual or hypothetical. A utopian work may be one of
literature, philosophy, political theory, history or art, or it may be purely imaginary. "Utopia" also appears in the titles of many
classical English and American novels, such as The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Utopia (novel). Utopias have been a staple

of literature since antiquity, but the modern and classical utopia has become an important subfield of literary studies. More than
500 utopias have been published since 1500; among these are works in science fiction, fantasy, and modernism. Contents The
term "utopia" is derived from the Greek ὀτοπία, (, a place that does not exist). It is found in Plato's works. The name "Utopia"

was first used by Girolamo Ruscelli in his 1518 book Utopia, which suggested that "any place existing within the imagination of
the reader" was a "utopia".[1] Plato's Utopia (or its original version in Greek Εἰλασία) is one of the earliest known utopias.

Plato describes the island of Utopia in book VII of The Republic as a paradigm of the good life. Utopia is presented as an ideal
state, with citizens enjoying goods (such as "justice, temperance, fortitude, and prudence") and an equal distribution of

property, but also possessing qualities Plato did not particularly like about actual Athenian society. The style is meant to be
didactic, and Platonic dialogues usually contain fictional dialogues. His style is deliberately elliptical, with direct statements
suppressed or dismissed for a reason, which may explain the apparent contradictions. Because of the deliberate nature of the

dialogue format, a perceived contradiction or contradiction of the common sense of the time is likely to be explained in the text,
and the rest of the text is likely to be an explanation of the purpose of the dialogue. As a result, many classicist scholars believe

that the person representing Plato in the dialogue, Glaucon, is meant to be Socrates. Utopia is also the setting of Miguel de
Cervantes' novel, Don Quixote. It is later described 82157476af
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